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Abstract-The aim of this note is to call attention to a simple regularity regarding the number 
of walks in a finite graph G. Let wk denote the number of walks of length k(> 0) in G. Then 
Wi+,, 5 W&Wzb holds for all a, b E NJ while equality holds exclusively either 
(I) for all a, b E No (in case G is a regular graph), or 
(II) for all a, b E N, or 
(III) for all a, b E NO of equal parity (provided G is connected, this holds if and only if G is 
nonregular, yet semiregular graph), or 
(IV) for all a, b E N of equal parity, or 
(V) just for a = b only. 
We show that all of these five cases can actually occur and discuss the resulting classification graphs 
in exactly five classes. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-walks in graphs, Spectral graph theory, Eigenvalues (of graphs), Eigenvectors (of 
graphs), Regular graphs, Semiregular graphs, Harmonic graphs, Semiharmonic graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given some integer k E MO and a graph G = (V, E) with finite vertex set V and edge set 
E C (I), let W’k = Wk(G) d enote the number of walks of length k in G, i.e., the number of 
sequences 210,211, . . , uk of vertices from V with {vi-l, vi} E E for all i = 1,. . , k. Remarkably, 
the following simple facts appear not to have been reported so far. 
THEOREM 1. 
(i) The inequality 
holds for all a, b E NO. 
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(ii) The set 
W(G) := {(a, b) E Ni 1 W:+b = WzaWz6 ) 
always coincides with exactly one of the following five subsets of Wi: 
(1) 
(11) 
(III) 
(IV) 
09 
WI := lv;, 
WI1 := N2. 
WI11 := {(a, b) E II; 1 a = b(2)}, 
WIV := WI1 fl WIII, 
WV := {(c&a) 1 a E I%)}. 
(iii) Conseyuently, one has 
(1) 
(11) 
(III) 
(IV) 
W(G) = WI _ (0,l) E W(G) I (0, a) E W(G) for some odd u E N c--‘, (0, CL) E 
W(G) for some a E N and (b,c) E W(G) f or some b,c E NO with b $ c(2) x===+ 
Wk+l = XWk holds for some fixed x E B and for aJJ k E No +=+ WI = XW, and 
W2 = XWl holds for some fixed X E R; 
W(G) > WII M (1,2) E W(G) _ (a, b) E W(G) holds for some IL, b E N with 
a $ b(2) * wk+l = xwk holds for some X E Iw and for aJJ k E N +==+ Wx = XW2 
and Wd = XW, holds for some fixed X E R; 
W(G) > WIII _ (0,2a) E W(G) holds for some a E N +=+ Wi+a := x2Wk holds 
for some X E W and for all k E No w W2 = X2 Wo and Wd = X2W2 holds for some 
fixed X E IR; 
W(G) > WIV _ (a, b) E W(G) holds for some u,b E N with u z b(2) and CL f 
b @ Wk+2 = x2Wk holds for some x E II% and for all k E N M Wd = X2W2 and 
We = X2 Wd holds for some fixed X E II%. 
(iv) W(G) = WI holds if and only if G is a regular graph. If G is connected, then W(G) 
contains WIII if and only if G is either a regular or a (bipartite) semiregular graph. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
PROOF OF (i). Consider, for each a E No, the map L, = Lz : V ---t R : u H L,(v) where L,(,u) 
denotes the number of walks in G of length a that start at vertex 11. Clearly, the inner product 
(La 1 Lb) := c La (v) Lb (?I) 
VEV 
of L, and Lb (a, b E No), considered as vectors in R”, coincides with Wa+b because any walk of 
total length a + b decomposes uniquely into one of length a ending in some vertex ,U and one of 
length b starting in that vertex. Thus, our claim follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
w;+b = (La 1 Lb)2 5 (La 1 La) (Lb 1 Lb) = waW26. 
PROOF OF (ii) AND (iii). The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies also that 
W(G) = (W4 E % I La and Lb are linearly dependent} 
holds. Moreover, associating to the characteristic map XE : V x V - R 
1, if {v,w} E E, 
(w’w) ++ { 0, else, 
the linear transformation 
A : IR” + lR” : L = (L(w))&/ t-+ 
L,CL’ 
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we have obviously La+1 = AL, for all a E No, and thus, 
for all a, b E No. 
L a+b = AbL 
Our claim is therefore a special case of the following, apparently much more general observation: 
let A = (aij)i,+1,,.., n denote a symmetric n x n-matrix with aij E lR for all i,j = 1,. . . , n. For 
each p E W, let 
U,=U,A:={:EW* IAa:=/.g} 
denote the eigenspace of A corresponding to p and recall that I?’ decomposes canonically into the 
orthogonal sum J_ UP of these eigenspaces. Thus, given some fixed vector j E Rn =I UP, let ifi 
denote its component in Up in the associated spectral decomposition j = x,4, of j relative - 
to A. Further, let crP = o,(L) denote the necessarily nonnegative inner product 
Then, the two vectors Aaj = C, paip and Abj = ‘& pbj+ are linearly dependent if and only if 
there exists some X E R with pb = A@ for all ~1 E W with IJ~ # 0.l Thus, distinguishing the five 
mutually exclusive cases_ 
(I) #{cl E IR I flfi # 01 L 1, 
(II) ~70 # 0 and #{p E R* 1 u,, # 0) = 1, 
(III) #{cl E R 1 ffP # 0) > 1 and #{/_A’ 1 p E R and uP # 0) = 1, 
(IV) 00 # 0, #{P E IJL* I (TV # 0) > 1, and #{p2 I p E W* and cP # 0) = 1, 
(V) none of the above, i.e., #{p2 ( p E R* and crP # 0) > 1, 
we see that 
W(Alj) :={(u,b)~Ni IA”j_ and AbJ are linearly dependent} 
necessarily coincides with WX for that X E {I, II, III, IV, V} for which the assertion (X) holds. 
In particular, putting 
%(A Id :=(&J”e), 
for each k E MO and noting that W,+b(A I j) = (Aaj I Abj) holds for all a, b E MO while A” j and 
Abj are linearly dependent if and only if - - - 
- 
Wa+b (A 1 a)’ = (Aaj_ 1 Abf)2 =(A”j ) -49) (Abe 1 Abj) 
=Wza(A Ie)W2b(A Ii) 
holds, we see not only that 
holds, but also that there exists some X E lR with either 
(I) w/c+1 = XWk for all k E No, or 
(II) for all k E N, or with 
(III) w/c+2 = X2VVk for all k E No, or with 
(IV) w,k+2 = X2Wk for all k E N if and only if W(A I j) contains WI, or Wrr, or WIII, or WIV, 
respectively. 
Clearly, this implies (ii) and (iii). 
‘According to the terminology introduced in [l], the quotients llip,ll/jljll = ,/m = fi/l[jll with 
IT,, # 0 may also be called the main angles of A relative to 2, and the eigenvaluea p of A with CT,, # 0 its main 
eigenvalues. 
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PROOF OF (iv). If W(G) = WI, then LI and Lo are linearly dependent; i.e., we have ~51 = XL0 
for some fixed X E IK Hence, the graph G is regular of degree X. 
If W(G) = WIII, then the value of the sum of the degrees of the neighbours of a given vertex 
u E V does not depend on w. If G is regular, this is obviously the case. Assume therefore that G 
is not regular. 
Then, G must have a vertex 00 of smallest degree, say a. Let wo be the vertex that is adjacent 
to ~10 and has (among the neighbours of ~0) the largest degree, say b. Then Cjw,volEE deg,(wJ) 5 
ab, with equality holding if and only if all neighbours of wo have degree b. By our choice of ~0: 
we have also &W&E deg,(u) > ab, with equality holding if and only if all neighbours of wo 
have degree a. Thus, our assumption implies that all neighbours of ~0 must have degree b, and 
all neighbours of wo have degree a. If G is connected, it follows immediately that G is (bipartite) 
semiregular of degrees a, b. I 
REMARK. If in the last part of the above proof, the graph G is not connected, then at least each 
of its components is either a regular or a semiregular graph. More precisely, W(G) 2 WIII holds 
for an arbitrary (not necessarily connected) finite graph G if and only if there exists some X E iw. 
such that all of its connected components are either regular of degree X or semiregular of degrees 
a, b with ab = X2, where a, b need not be the same for all components. 
3. DISCUSSION AND EXAMPLES 
In view of Assertion (iv) in Theorem 1, we propose to define a graph G = (V, E 2 (i) ) to be 
harmonic if it is locally finite and there exists some X E R, such that 
c deg,(w) = AdegG 
holds for every v E V, and to be semiharmonic if it is locally finite and there exists some X E R, 
such that 
X(X 
deg, (u) 
J 
= X deg,(u) 
{w,v}EE {u,w}EE 
holds for every u E V. Clearly, a finite graph G is harmonic if and only if W(G) > Wtr holds, 
and it is semiharmonic if and only if W(G) > WI” holds. 
From Theorem 1, it follows that a connected graph G is regular, or semiregular, or harmomc, or 
semiharmonic if and only if (0, l), or (1,2), or (0,2), or (I, 3) is contained in W(G), respectively. 
Note also that G is regular (respectively, semiregular) if and only if (1 , 1, . . , l)t is an eigenvector 
of the adjacency matrix (respectively, of the square of the adjacency matrix). Similarly, G is 
harmonic (respectively, semiharmonic) if (deg(l), deg(2), , deg(n))’ is an eigenvector of the 
adjacency matrix (respectively, of the square of the adjacency matrix). 
Motivated by the results in this paper, there has been some recent activity to investigate all 
(semi)harmonic graphs with low cycle number. A complete classification of all harmonic trees is 
given in [Z], all finite semiharmonic trees and monocyclic graphs are described in [3], and finite 
harmonic graphs with low cycle number are characterized in [4]. 
The tree Ta,b := (Va,br &$) with 
i&b := (0, 1,. . , b}U{l,..., b}x {l,..., a-1) 
and 
&&:={{O,i} Ii=1 ,..., b}U{{i,(i,j)} ij=l,..., a-l} 
is a semiharmonic graph for all a, b > 1, it is a harmonic graph if and only if b = a2 - a + 1 holds, 
and it is semiregular if and only if 1 E {a, b} holds. As shown in [1,2], every finite semiharmonic 
tree with, at least, one edge is isomorphic to Ta,b for some a, b 2 1. 
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The smallest graph G with W(G) = W v is the graph consisting of a triangle to which a pendent, 
vertex is attached. 
The results formulated here for walks in graphs are based on the well-known fact that the 
(i, j)-entry of the lath power of the adjacency matrix is the number of walks of length k, starting 
at vertex i and ending at vertex j. Note, however, that-as our proof demonstrates-our results 
are by no means restricted to this particular situation and can be straightforwardly extended to 
any symmetric matrix A and vector J, in which case instead of wk, we would have to consider 
the term wk(A ( j_) = (j_ 1 Akf). 
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